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Nixon calls for Congress cooperation
WASHINGTON (AP>- Pres.denl
Nixon summoned a Democratic
Congress yesterday to join him in
election-year partnership
He also called for Congress to pass,
despite "the intense pressures" of a
White House campaign, an array of
stalled administration proposals, a
bigger defense budget, and a new
technology program" to promote
research and create jobs
"Let us join in making sure that
legislation the nation needs does not
become hostage to the political interest
of any party or any person," the
President said in a State of the Union
message that challenged the House and

Senate to act in 1972 on more than 90
proposals he already has sent to Capitol
Hill
HIS NEW technology plan, with
details due later, would feature a $700
million increase in civilian research
and development spending
Nixon did not say exactly how much
bigger his defense budget would be. but
he detailed $3.7 billion in increases,
including $2 billion more for the Navy.
$900 million to improve the sea-based
U.S. nuclear deterrent force, and $838
million in stepped up research and
development spending.
The leftover agenda was topped by

his proposals for welfare reform,
federal revenue sharing with the cities
and states, reorganization of the
executive branch, and a new health
insurance program
In the latter area, he also proposed
that Congress eliminate the $5.80
monthly fee now charged for medicare
insurance for doctor's bills.
"Let us have our debates." the
Republican President said "Let us
have our honest differences But let us
join in keeping the national interest
first"
AT THAT, applause sounded through
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a House chamber crowded with the
leaders of American government.
Nixon's message concentrated on the
unfinished agenda before Congress, but
included the promise of a major new
program later in the year, a measure
designed to case the burden of local
property taxes in financing the public
schools.
These recommendations will be
revolutionary." Nixon said "But they

will be rooted in one fundamental
principle with which there can be no
compromise: local school boards must
have control over local schools "
That drew a burst of applause
Speculation in that area has centered
on a value-added lax, a form of national
sales tax imposed at each stage of
production and delivery, as the most
likely proposal for a new tax source to
lighten the load on property owners

Democratic hopefuls
blast Nixon speech
WASHINGTON (API- Led by
Presidential hopefuls Kdmund S
Muskie and Hubert H Humphrey.
Democrats charged yesterday that
President Nixon's State of the Union
speech lacked substance to deal with
the nation's major problems.
it was an emply speech." Muskie.
senator from Maine, told reporters,
saying it lacked specifics for dealing
with the Vietnam war. unemployment
and the high property taxes deplored by
the President
HUMPHREY, the Minnesota senator
who sal next to his Presidential rival
during the speech, said Nixon's
recitation of past proposals unpassed

by Congress creates "a major
confrontation with the leaders of
Congress" that is unlikely to produce
action.
Sen. Henry M. Jackson ot
Washington, another Democratic
Presidential hopeful, was not present
for the speech but issued a statement
charging the President with giving "a
political platform instead of a program
that will help those in distress all over
America."
Republicans generally praised the
President's speech, but the Democratic
criticism came as a prompt response to
Nixon's appeal for Congress to set
aside political pressures and
considerations

NIXON SAID only that his
recommendations would relieve the
burden of property taxes while
"providing both fair and adequate
financing for our children's education "
Such a proposal would inevitably
become a major issue in the campaign
ahead, but there is little chance
Congress would act on it.
Senate Republican Leader Hugh
Scott said a value-added tax probably
could not be acted on this year Senate
Democratic Leader Mike Mansfield
said he favors relief for the property
taxpayer but opposes any national sales
tax

Pr.tident Richard M. Nixon

Class schedules at stake

Confidentiality confusion
By Patty Bailey
Staff Reporter

NWWHWH by Lynn M OW.

Clean-up
time

If looks as though the bulletin board in front of the Union it badly in
need of a housekeeping job.
Ride signs and other various
advertisements are either blown away or left behind to be weatherbeaten.

There seems to be some confusion
among administrators as to whether
student class schedules come under the
"Confidentiality of Records''
statement in the BGSU Student Code.
Yesterday, two of the three colleges
in the University released student
schedules to another student requesting
the information over the telephone.
The School of Music did not have
every major's schedule on hand, but an
employee indicated the information

Committee reviews fall deficit
The Food Service Evaluation
Committee yesterday reviewed and
dealt with suggestions to overcome the
(92.069 deficit in the dining hall
operation incurred fall quarter.
Elton Ringer, associate
vice
president of operations, reported that
losses in September and December,
when school wasn't in session for the
full month, accounted for the majority
of the deficit
In September, income from food
coupons was $40,500. but expenses to
operate the dining halls totaled
$112,002
December's losses were
higher, with income being $313,752. but

expenses were $431,785. making the
month's deficit $118,033.
The committee agreed reasons for
the losses were fixed costs, such as
insurance for the dining halls;
depreciation or equipment; employee
training, especially in September and
paid vacations in December.
THE OCTOBER and November
months made profits of $63,690 and
$52,347 respectively.
Ringer said the committee should not
be too alarmed at the first quarter
statistics.
"I am not panicking." he said. "In
three more months time we will know

how strong the (coupon i system is." he
said
Ms. Mona Pugh. assistant director
of food services, agreed, saying, "Past
history shows that first quarter is a bad
quarter."
Suggestions on how to cut costs were
exchanged among committee
members, but none were acted on.
Ms Pugh suggested not hiring any
more people in the dining halls, and
Jerrold Clark, assistant director of
food services, said some jobs will have
to be combined
The committee was also concerned
about the theft of dishes and silverware
by students They agreed it added to

Budget Council reorganizes
student, faculty membership
ByLMaMcMahu
In an attempt to broaden student and
faculty participation in fiscal policy
decisions, tf.; University Budget
Council has been reorganized to include
more faculty and student members.
"Since students and faculty are the
essential aspects of the University, we
want their sentiments reflected in the
financial statement." said Michael R.
Ferrari, coordinator of planning and
budgeting.
Previous membership of the council,
which directly advises the President,
included one graduate student and the
student body president or his delegate.
Under the reorganization, two
graduates and two undergraduates will
occupy voting positions.
Faculty
membership has been expanded from
two to four voting positions.
To allow for the addition of students
aad faculty, three administrative
officers who previously had voting

rights will now act only as consultants
to the council. Involved in this change
are the director of buildings and
facilities, the treasurer and controller.
and the associate vice president for
operations and financial affairs.
Ferrari said the council's
reorganization, which will go into
effect soon, is an effort to stabilize the
committee at 19 members while at the
same time increasing faculty and
student voting power.
IN ADDITION to Ferrari, toe
provost and four vice presidents- are
voting members. Deans of the Colleges
of Business Administration. Arts and
Sciences and Education, the director of
the School of Music and the Dean of
Graduate Students compile the council
roster.
According to Ferrari, the purpose
and plans of the Budget Council have
not changed as a result of the
reorganization.

He said the main function of the
committee is to review the budget in
relation to academic and auxiliary
affairs and make recommendations to
the president on all fiscal policy.
The council determines priorities for
support and funding of programs, he
said.
A proposal which originates in a
college department goes through the
dean, the office of the Provost and the
President's cabinet before reaching the
Budget Council.
"We review a proposed budget before
any action is taken and then refer it to
the president, who in turn presents it to
the Board of Trustees." said Ferrari.
Council activities for the remainder
of winter term will involve reviewing
the budget proposal for 1972-73, which
must be submitted to the Board of
Trustees in April.
Ferrari said during spring term the
committee will begin preparing the
bienniuml 1973-75) budget.

the losses, but nothing could be done
about it.
In other action. Barb Spiga. junior
(Ed.I, a student committee member
last quarter resigned. The committee,
on suggestion from Dean William
Lanning. decided to contact Barb
Tausch. sophomore i Ed. 1, to see if she
would be interested in taking the empty
position
Ms. Tausch had written a letter to
Dean Lanning requesting a place on the
committee, without knowing of Ms.
Spiga's resignation.
Dean Lanning said he also received
14 letters and a petition with 37
signatures in response to a letter to the
editor in the BG News by Fred
Johnson, another committee member,
concerning the refund of extra food
coupons for fall quarter.
The students called for a refund of
excess coupons or a carryover of the
coupons to the winter quarter.

would be released if it were available.
The Student Code states in Sectiori 1.
on the confidentiality of records, "the
essentially confidential relationship
between the University and its students
must be maintained by preserving the
privacy of all student records "
The confusion is over just what
constitutes a confidential record.
Article A of the first section states
"the official student academic record,
supporting documents and other
student files are confidential "
But do student schedules come under
"other student files?"
DR. STANLEY COFFMAN, JR..
provost, said he interprets
the
handbook to mean schedules are part of
the confidential material.
Dr. James G. Bond, vice president of
student affairs, was unavailable for
comment on the issue.
His office is the original drafter of
the Student Code.
Both the College of Education and the
College of Business Administration
released winter quarter schedules of
students enrolled in their respective
colleges to The News.
An employee in the college of Arts
and Sciences refused to give out the
information with the comment "we
generally don't release information on
students over the phone
"We follow the Student Code on the
confidentiality of records statement,"
Dr. Allen N. Kepke. assistant dean of
the College said
THE CONTROVERSY arose when
The News received a letter to the editor
complaining that someone had released
a student's schedule to another student,
who is presently "harassing" her.
"This quarter my schedule was given

out. without my permission, by the
administration to another student." the
woman, a junior in the College of
Education, said
"Being able to get my schedule from
'some friends in the Administration
building,' the young man proceeded to
confront me before and after classes,
and follow me around from class to
class, thus harassing me." she said
THE OFFICE OF the Registrar said
in general it releases schedules only to
the students themselves, if they
present identification cards
Ms. Zola Buford, associate registrar,
explained part of the reasoning behind
not releasing the schedules.
"One reason is that we don't have
time to look up everyone's schedule for
people who might request it." she said.
"Another reason is to protect the
student from outside agencies such as
solicitors."
The entire staff of the Registrar s
office has access to the records,
including the students who work parttime, according to Ms. Buford.
"The employees are well aware that
all information is confidential." Ms
Buford said.
Ms. Vivian Lawyer, assistant dean ol
students, said in order to obtain a copy
of a student's schedule a person is
usually referred to the office of the
Dean of Students.
Her office decides whether the
person has a legitimate reason for
requesting the schedule, she said.
The deans of the various colleges
weren't sure what University policy is
on this point, but they all agreed that
their individual policy is to release
information only in cases of
emergency.

McCarthy to speak
Presidential hopeful Eugene McCarthy will speak at 8 p.m.
Monday in Memorial Hall.
The former U.S. senator, who sought the Democratic
presidential nomination in 1968. has once again entered the race for
his party's nomination on a peace platform.
McCarthy entered politics in 1948 when he was elected to
Congress from the Fourth District of Minnesota. He served as a
congressman until 1958 when he was elected to the Senate.
In the Senate he served on the Finance Committee. Foreign
Affairs Committee and the Senate Select Committee on Standards
and Conduct. He was a member of the Democratic Steering
Committee.
McCarthy is scheduled to arrive in the afternoon and have a
private dinner with President Hollis A Moore Jr He will hold a
press conference at 7:15 p.m. followed by the speech and a
question-and-answer period at 8 p.m.
The speech is sponsored by Cultural Boost. Student Body
Organization and Student Activities.
The speech is free and open to the public
Senator Eugene J. McCarthy
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peace blast?
Wednesday the Commerce Department announced that last
November's nuclear blast on Amchitka Island produced some of
the most precise seismic data ever recorded for a tremor,
natural or manmade."
In a report released Monday, the department's National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration said it hopes to be able
to apply that knowledge to an improved understanding of natural
earthquake source-mechanisms.
It's ironic that the government is relating a weapons test to an
endeavor to solve a "peaceful" problem.
If the government is attempting to convince the people that the
test was conducted solely to prevent natural disasters in the
future, it can stop right now.
We won't buy it.
And just because some useful information was gained from an
essentially destructive test does not mean the U.S. should be patting itself on the back for having the nerve to detonate an atomic '
weapon on an Aleutian island.
It's ridiculous for anyone to expect us to praise it because a
warlike act yielded-on the side-some possibly valuable insights
to natural phenomena.
It's a sad. expensive way to promote research.

free space
It is no secret that attendance at campus events is extremely
poor Students either could care less about a particular event, or
they fail to receive the message of a poorly structured advertising
campaign.
Many campus organizations do not have the funds to launch
extensive advertising campaigns that promote the event they are
sponsoring.
But some groups do have the money to adequately inform the
campus community. Poor attendance at these events can only be
attributed to apathy, not poor advertising.
Poor advertising can still exist even though a particular
organization has plentiful funds. When the walls and floors of
academic buildings are plastered with announcements, that are
guaranteed to attract the attention of all passers-by. then the
advertising techniques are poorly structured.
We are fortunate to have free space on academic building walls
but we should also recognize the rights of other organizations who *
have the same opportunity.
The extent of an advertising campaign does have a limit, especially when the organization is using free University space to promote an event. Let's keep the waste down and the appearance
tolerable when advertising on the walls of buildings.

new world economy
By Hermaa Hake
Ed. Note: Director el the reaowaed
Hudson Institute, Hermu Kaha It a
(nindn. physicist, mathematician aad
specialist la aatlonal aad security
affairs.
An issue which will affect the lives of
all of us during the next few years will be
the evolution of the world economy.
There will be changes which are likely to
prove surprising, and for Americans
possibly even a little disconserting.
The university student of today, if he
enters business or industry, is likely to
find himself working for a new kind of
enterprise which can play a role in the
late 20th century near-revolutionary in
its economic impact.
The basic structural changes taking
place in the world's economy today can
be described as "internationalization"
and a "shift from the U.S. "The center of
productive economic gravity Is
beginning to shift from the U.S. land
Soviet Union) to Europe, Japan, Pacific
Asia, and to an increasing degree China.
Latin America and even elsewhere.
MOREOVER, THIS physical
establishment of industry in foreign
lands often retains a foreign or
iiuiliin.ilinn,11 oiliMi
U.S.-corporate
identity. Thus U.S. industry abroad is
often called "economic colonialism."
This is not unreasonable, although it is

not true that these industries are "tools
of the American government", or the
reverse, that "the American government
is a tool of these industries," or even that
there is usually a flagrant exploitation of
the country where these industries are
established.
The basic pattern that is emerging is
one in which the multinational company
produces for home markets in foreign
subsidiaries where production costs are
lower This obviously is likely to
increase pressures for protection on the
part of the host countries.
But it is also likely to increase
pressures for working out solutions to
common problems. As these companies
grow in importance in terms of their
influence on worldwide production, and
in their marketing, financial,
technological, etc. capabilities, they
should play an increasingly dominant
role in international economic relations.
ONE MAJOR DANGER is, of course,
that the U.S.-the great advocate of free
trade measures in the past two decadeswill no longer take this postilion. It is
little wonder that the U.S. has been a
willing campaigner for free trade Our
economic advantages have been so great
over the last three decades that-had
there really been unfettered trade-it
would have been an American world in I
much more fundamental sense than it is
or has been. It would also have been a

much more integrated and unified world
economy.
But the major characteristic of today's
economic world is that these national
economies in Europe and Japan do not
represent "pieces" of global economy
based on comparative advantages; they
represent potentially directly
competitive "balanced" industries
serving major markets.
The world economy is thus evolving
into what one might refer to as a
multipolar and partially competitive
economic world where the U.S. domestic
economy is but one of several mass
economies with not too dissimilar
economic bases or mixes.
I would argue that this evolution also
makes it increasingly likely that the
multipolar economic world will evolve a
new synthesis; that is. as the chances
increase for major problems arising
from direct competition between
national or regional economies, so do the
pressures increase for evolving a new
stability based on the shift in economic
power. And I would bet on a successful
synthesis.
Basically. I am suggesting that the
U.S.. while still in a dominating position
as compared to other countries, is no
longer in the unique position where its
major industries are largely immune to
serious competition and displacement.
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The prosecution of Angela Yvonne
Davis has aroused more solidarity in the
struggle against racism, fascism and
legalized brutality than perhaps any
other single issue
The Free Angela movement knows no
racial, national or class boundaries.
Behind this solidarity lies the common
fear of what millions of people in
America and abroad perceive as a

tendency toward fascism in the United
States Angela's is not the first case
where political opposition has been dealt
with as criminal activity in America, nor
will it be the last
In its blatant forms the tascist
tendency in America is expressed in the
10 million votes given to Wallace in the
1968 election and in the countless
political trials, and political
assassinations.
In its less observable aspect Martin
Walser. West German writer, describes
the peculiar form of fascism USA: "The
new fascism carries out its evil deeds,
not with flags or fanfare, but with a sigh
It uses its force almost regretfully. The
new American fascism requires only
that people look on. and nod their heads
from time to time. It takes care of the
rest by legalized brutality."
THE KIND OF fascism Walser
describes grows among individuals with

all quiet in library?
.
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The BG News welcomes all letters to
the editor and opinion columns. Letters
may comment on any other letter,
column or editorial.
Letters should be a maximum of 300
words, typewritten. We ask that
columns be no more than four typed
pages triple-spaced.
The News maintains the right to edit
all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect to the laws of libel
and proper taste.
Letters and columns must include the
author's name, address and phone
number, and may be mailed to the
Editor, co The BG News. 106
University Pall.

fascist tendency in America

"In oar sorrow we caa ponder how we
have reached the point where mea woaM
rather die than live soother day as
America. The Attica tragedy fat mere
proof that semethlai hi terribly wreag
wUh America."

pMlp o. .trckney
VOMfhn

For this, it seems to me that the
multinational corporation-for all of the
troubled issues of sovereignty and
national economic independence it
raises-can prove a revolutionary
institution in the late 20th century. It
seems to me the most efficient means in
the world today for transferring capital,
technology, knowledge, and working
skills to the developing countries.
For all of our efforts these last three
decades to find the right methods to
develop the Third World, it seems to me
that the multinational corporation has
already proved the best Simply by
applying its own criteria of productive
advantage and profit it can bring net
economic gain to the world The new
business man finds himself with new.
horizons-beyond those of his national
borders, but also, it may be. beyond
purely economic borders and interests as
well

news Lerrers

Vice President Spiro Agnew in Cleveland
last Wednesday on the Attica incident:

Business Staff
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so they say

Editorial Staff

I THINK, THOUGH, that we will
escape the kind of breakdown or drastic
slowing of world economic expansion
which protectionism could bring about. I
am, rather, an optimist about expansion,
not because I believe a growing world
GNP is always and necessarily good in
itself, but because the greater part of the
developing world still badly needs
industry, goods, jobs and the economic
benefits which we in the West have so
long enjoyed in such astonishing
abundance.

let's hear from you

deadline delay
American automobile manufacturers are required by law to
reduce the exhaust emission of carbon monoxide and hydrocarbons by 90 per cent by 1975 A manufacturer can win a oneyear postponement by showing that this is impossible for them to
obtain.
So far. the first and only request for the one-year postponement
came from the nation's leading automobile manufacturer. The
General Motors Corporation.
It seems odd that such a large money-making organization can
not find a way to eliminate the pollutants discharged from their
products None of the other automobile companies have filed a
request to postpone the law for a year.
None of the other companies have expressed whether op not
they are convinced they could perfect and mass-produce the lowpollution systems that are required by 1975.
The federal government has refused to grant the extended deadline to GM because in their request, they did not include any
report on their attempts to eliminate exhaust emissions by 1975.
All they said was they just couldn't make the deadline.
One wonders who the General Motors Corporation thinks it is
when they ask the government to bend the law because it doesn't
suit their standards

In this respect, it is now no different
from other countries. Presumably this
need not change anything very
fundamentally, since almost all
countries have had to be like this But it
is a new role for the US and likely to
arouse certain fears. One is a serious
tendency towards protectionism.

In reply to the column concerning the
"college dating fiasco" (The BG News.
Jan. 20. 1972). You think you've got
problems, you should be a librarian. We
have all your problems plus some.
Consider the Mad Masher: he comes
up to the desk and practically vaults over
it to get at your voluptuous body.
Or the Dunce: while trying to impress
you and make the scene, be asks
questions a three-year old could answer.

A three-year old knows when to quit, he
doesn't.
Then there's Passion Pete: his typical
remark is "I didn't know librarians could
look so good."
The pick of the crowd is Obscene
Oliver: his ••• -*• » remarks leave no
doubt in your mind what he wants!
Just wanted you to know our
occupation is not all "quiet signs'
University Librarians. lnc

no political consciousness, among
apathetic, disinterested people who
think "politics are bullshit" on the one
side, or are content to let the system
perpetuate its good old self, on the other.
It is important that the few students on
this campus with any political
consciousness who recognize the need
for solidarity with the black movement

become vigilant in causes which will
determine the future of all progressive
political and social change in America.
Fight fascism in America by supporting
the black liberation movement and the
stuggle against war and militarism!
Robert Weigl
333 Buttonwood

use intelligence
when reading ads
During the past three weeks I have
read several letters to the editor whose
authors were appalled at the use of such
slogans as "beer n broads" or "not
pants nite" in fraternity advertisements
Anyone with the supposed level of
intelligence of college students certainly
should be able to realize that these
slogans land the actual events) are
gimmicks meant only to establish a first
contact with prospective members. One
simply must open any magazine to find a
number of advertisements with pretty
girls.
GIRLS ARE included because they
attract attention. Certainly no one can be
absurd enough to imagine that we
actually use these girls and beer to
entice people to join. What do you think

we do-offer rushees a room with cold
running beer and hot running girls0 Even
freshmen aren't as gullible as these
people are making them appear
Rational human beings, or so I'm told,
consider both sides of a situation before
making a decision. Apparently on our
campus people feel they are already too
intelligent to simply take a look
Fraternities, and the greek system in
general, have a hell of a lot more to offer
than "beer n broads", but if this is the
type of advertising necessary to have
people look at fraternities, we will
continue to print them, despite all the
intelligent letters.
Chuck Simon
205 Delta UpsMon

To aid '72 education grads
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Certification adjustments made
By Rene
Education students
expecting to graduate in
June or August 1972 should
have no problem receiving
certification despite the new
requirements enacted Jan.
1. by the Ohio State Board of
Education

According to Dr. David C,
Elsass, dean of the College
of Education, adjustments
have been made through
counseling and agreements
reached with the state board
to permit certification of
this year's graduating
seniors
Dr. George R. Horton.

assistant dean of the College
of Education, said these
students "will feel no
impact" of the change.
DR. ELSASS explained
that the new certification
requirements in no way
jeopardise a student's
graduation. However.

Maine park named site
for military maneuvers
Editor's Nate: The followiag
information was obtained
tram the Balh-Braaswick
Times-Record, a newspaper
in Malae. through University
student David Marsh, Jaalor

(AM).
The Marines were
expected to land at a Maine
state park this morning,
barring a federal court
injunction
Operation Snowy Beach,
practice
maneuvers
involving Navy and Marine
personnel, was to have

begun at 7.30 am at Reid
State Park, about 50 miles
north of Portland. Maine.
Citizen groups in the area
have protested the
maneuvers because of
possible damage to the
environment According to a
spokesman for the BathBrunswick Times-Record,
just permitting men to walk
in the area will "tear up the
vegetation." and helicopter
propeller wash will "loosen
a lot of sand and dig out a lot
of roots." leading to a
possible erosion problem.

Lost City Ramblers
The New Lost City Ramblers will perform in concert
tonight at 8 p.m. in Memorial Hall Admission is $.50
Following the concert there will be a square dance with
a caller and the Ramblers performing on a variety of
instruments.
The concert is sponsored by Cultural Boost. Student
Body Organization and Student Activities.

Sources in the Boston
Naval District said the
operation, which will cost
the government about $35
million, would include 33
ships and approximately
15.000 men.
THE MEN have been
restricted to "woody areas."
and no vehicles are
permitted on the beach.
However, if the men are
forced out of the planned
areas, they could possibly
destroy lichen in rocky areas
needed to break down the
rock into soil.
Henry R. Tyler Jr.. a
freelance biologist in Maine,
said lichens are the first
stage of ecological
succession. He said it takes
tens of decades to even begin
to produce new soils.
Herbert R. Coursen. Jr..
an English professor in the
area and spokesman for the
citizens group opposing the
maneuvers, said the money
spent on this operation could
quite conceivably pay the
costs of a 300-bed hospital
foronevear

Paris folks in 4th year
PARIS (API - The United
States rounded out three
years of fruitless peace talks
yesterday by challenging
Hanoi
to
provide
information about 14
American airmen.
They are believed to have
landed alive in North
Vietnam in the years 1965
but never have been listed as
prisoners.
North Vietnam ignored the
challenge
Acting U.S. delegate
Hayward Isham put the list
of the 14 missing men on the
table at the 141st session of
the talks, which opened in
Paris Jan 25.1969.

radio they were unhurt
before contact was lost
Isham.
replacing
Ambassador William J.
Porter who is in the United
States, told the North
Vietnamese delegate. Xuan

Thuy:
"Regarding prisoners of
war. you still refuse to honor
your moral and legal
obligations. You signed the
Geneva convention, yet you
openly and systematically
violate it..."

several of next year's
graduates will have to make
some program adjustments
to be certified by the state.
Dr. Elsass said the new
requirements effect about
six of the 4S certification
programs at Bowling Green.
Students
in
the
comprehensive historypolitical science, healthphysical education majors
and English majors will feel
the impact of the changes
most.
Beginning next year the
teacher
education
department will no longer
require a minor for
graduation. Dr. Elsass said
this policy should help
students faced with
additional
hours
requirements.
However, minors will still
be encouraged, even if they
are not certif icable. he said.
Dr. Horton urged all
education students who are
in doubt about their status
under new requirements to
get in touch with their
advisors immediately.
He recommended a visit to
the Program Advisement
Office. 365 Education Bldg.
for students who are unable
to receive help from their
advisors.
THE STATE Board of

The rash of influenza cases
is subsiding, according to
Dr. James S. Olms. director
of the Health Center.
"We are getting along real
well. There are no more
serious cases with high
fevers." Dr. Olms said.
He added that the ban on
visiting hours at the center
will probably be lifted the
middle of next week
Dr. Olms said there is still
a heavy load of patients
visiting the center with the

UM

Fresh Dough

Free Delivery In
Our Portabie Ovens
if* lisOtii
4 30 n.m-7 am. Fri. k Sat.

352-5166

352-6762

STADIUM VIEW

SUNOCO
SNAP-ON
WHEEL ALIGNMENT
ROAD SERVICE
ALL TYPES OF
REPAIR WORK

Featuring these fine shoes:
Weyenberg...for men
Connies & Jacqqelines...for women
Dunhams, also for women

24 HR SERVICE

352-<

'-22ZL

1530 E. Wuv

FINE FOOTWEAR AT A FAIR PRICE

>

ir>1

v,,V ;
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NmrtM by hpaa M. OW*

Winter
art

No, the** aren't autumn leaves on the way down, but a
design of another season Crystal formations on a window
are only one of winter's many artistic creations.

ACLU seeks youth vote
DAYTON (API- The
American Civil Liberties
Union of Ohio has filed a
class action suit in U.S.
District Court asking that
Urbana College students be
permitted to vote in a
special city election
Those same students were
denied voting privileges at

Rash of flu cases
subsiding--Dr. Olms

HE SAID ALL the men,
officers of the U.S. Navy or
Air Force, were missing
from the list of 339 prisoners
published by Hanoi in
December 1970. as complete
and final.
Each of the 14 names
Isham put on the table was
accompanied by a detailed
description
of
the
circumstances of capture,
including the date and place.
Some of the men were
injured, others reported by

W.

Education drafted the
certification changes last
fall. "We were aware of the
changes and supported
them." said Dr Elsass.
"The reason for our problem
is that there has
traditionally been a longer
transition period to enact the
changes."
Dr. Horton said a four to •
eight-year transition period
allowed in the past is now
considered too long by the
state board,
since
requirements are revised
nearly every 10 years.
The new requirements will
make the individual's
program more flexible, said
Dr. Horton. They will allow
the college to create
certification programs
unique to Bowling Green.

m

mm**

intestinal form, which is
characterized by nausea,
chills and diarrhea
"These are just minor
cases involving medication
however, and we only have
20 people still hospitalized in
the center with the more
serious respiratory form."
he said.

elections in November and
December last year because
officials ruled they were not
permanent residents of
Urbana.
Named as defendants in
the suit were the four
members of the county
elections board and the
presiding judge at the
precinct where students
were barred from voting
The suit asks both
temporary and permanent
injunctions to bar the
defendants
from

save
the
news

Pizza Drivers Do
Accept Tips!

'interpreting
or
administering Ohio voting
laws in such a manner as to
deny all students the right to
vote." and asks the court to
direct the board to permit all
persons who are qualified to
vote, including students, to
vote.
VOTERS in eleven school
districts, including Urbana,
will vote on Tuesday on a 2.8

mill tax levy to fund
construction of a four-county
joint vocational school to be
located in Bellefontaine
Recent court rulings and
legislation have established
that students cannot be
considered by a separate set
of standards on questions of
legal residence, but has left
the final decision to the
discretion of the local boards
of election.

BROTHERS OF SIGMA CHI
WISH TO CONG RA TULA TE
OUR SOCCER STANDOUTS
WARREN HEEDE
SECOND TEAM ALL MAC
SECOND TEAM ALL OHIO
HONORABLE MENTION ALL MID WEST

JOE COSTA
FIRST TEAM ALL MAC
HONORABLE MENTION ALL OHIO
TRI CAPTAIN

4/Th* BO N»w», Wetoy. Jonuocy JI, I »7J

Chilean president's cabinet resigns
SANTIAGO, Chile < APIPresident
Salvador
Allende's cabinet resigned
en masse yesterday.
. The resignations of the 15
cabinet members in the
leftist
popular-unity
government were submitted
to the president to allow him

to
make
promised
"readjustments"
in
the
cabinet.
Although
Allende
promised last week a change
was imminent in the cabinet,
two stunning defeats for
government candidates in
special
congressional

elections
Sunday
were
important factors in the
shakeup.
A spokesman
at
the
Interior Ministry said the
president
will
probablv
name a new cabinet over the
weekend or at the beginning

government's
economic
programs.
In the 14 months the
Allende
government
has
been in power, the economy
has been severely strained
by programs to "open the
door to socialism in Chile."

of next week.
Allende is expected to
keep most of his ministers.
They represent all the halfdozen
parties
and
movements in the popularunity coalition,
including
Communists and Socialists.

Last
week,
Faculty
Senate unanimously passed
a motion to investigate the
possibility of establishing
an intrauniversity liability

Or
1 10 w
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of biology.
In the past, this type of
insurance has not been
available. According to Dr.

guilty, he would have aid in
paying the suit.
At the present time, the
student has little or no
chance of collecting a suit
since
the
instructor
probably could not make
the payment, he said. With
such a policy, the student
could
collect
for
the
damages.
The
Ohio
Education
Association does have a
liability policy, but Dr
Schurr said the cost is
"unreasonable."
Under
the
proposed
policy, instructors could
voluntarily sign up for
coverage
To lower the
cost per person, a group
policy would be established
including instructors from
various schools in Ohio
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ACROSS
.Sliniini ineerl.
Charlotte _
Anu.l.
Famed Teatmaker.
Colorless,
TV award.
Employer's fi«area: 2 word..
Twirl.
Changed •liaaiiljr.
Sketched bi
graphically.
Aid and
Plowed land af
the .ouihwe.t.
Pbotogrephe.
"Vanity Fair"
nobleman.
Small bland.
Pent.
Minimum: Ahhr.
Obligation.
Be placed.
Take notlre.
Epoch.
Expert.
Kind of pie.
Stem from.
Warmed over.
Magnolia..
Type of Income.
Member of the
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1

Congrafs to the Old for
a Job Well Done.

\

4

'
"

20

■ .'I
27

26

74

■

33
37

Wednesday at the Wesley
Foundation in Columbus.
Those people interested
in working for McCarthy,
collecting signatures on a
petition to get McCarthy on
the ballot, or becoming
delegates
to
the
Democratic
national
convention should call Ms.
Schwinnen,
freshman
(AAS). Dennis Anderson,
assistant
professor
of
political science, or Terry
Jones,
instructor
of
political science.

THE GROUP also needs
people to go to the state
McCarthy
caucus
next

McCarthy will speak in
Memorial
Hall
next
Monday at 8 p.m.

,.
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Students for McCarthy, a
campaign
organization,
has been formed to support
former Senator
Eugene
McCarthy
for
the
Democratic nomination for
the Presidency.
According
to
Karol
Schwinnen,
freshman
lA&S). the purpose of the
organization is to arrange
the fifth district caucus to
be held next Tuesday at 8
p.m. in 220 Math Science
Bldg

i

8

11 Aatbor ef
"Mlddletawn.
11 Coaster aa
argament.
M Dietary sub.lances.
J* Seed HIBBM
16 Grieved.
27 Grenoble's river,
28 Railroad lerai:
2 word..
29 Set of etepe.
31 RelMlee.
32 Wrote "Snla.
35 Between: Prefix.
» Garden pl.nl: 2
word..
39 Blank spaces.
41 With: Fr.
42
horseback:
2 words.
44 Arlreu Dunne
and nameuke..
46 Unorthodoi belief.
48 Marih bird..
SO Challenge: Fr.
SI Steel eonstruclion piece.
52 Reverend: Abbr.
S4 *
Baby."
55 Sol-fa syllsblei.
56 Cinch: t'.olloq.
59 Hyaen.

" 11

71

13

McCarthy backers

7

ami"

J

" 1 Lai49
52

1

57

.oioej^S

71 Gal "eatetei corf

bo.rd
S3 Caeluenary
mm
S7 Israel', tpokeean.
5* Auertion af •
elalaa.
M Oalw.rd ..pen.
61 Roof ovrrh.ni.
62 Biblical
prophet.
63 Annoy..
64 "Bright, bright
": 2 ward..
6S Filter throagh.
DOWN
1 Sm.ih hit.:
Slang.
2 EaHern nurse.
3 Long .lory
4 FUed retroactively.
S Cerman Admiral.
6 I.oi Angeles
campna: Abbr.
7 Emporium.
8 Sawlike part:
Zoel.
9 Care approval
to.
10 Occupy an
address.
11 Gainful activity.
12 Friend: Fr.

1

•
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form campus group

Sue Oidion

Chaplin

The
proposal
was
presented by Dr
Karl
Schurr, associate professor

FIRST, faculty members
would
have
protection
against a law suit. If an
instructor
was
found

Sue Stokes
Rec Secielaiy

insurance policy.

Schurr, the state attorney
general "said no one guilty
of negligence should be
protected."
He added that a recent
$200,000 negligence suit at
Akron
University made
people
realize
that
instructors need this type
of policy
for
several
reasons.

Must have experience.
Hours to fit your schedule.
Good earning opportunity.

1

1
S
10
14

out-lays to import meat and
other foodstuffs has drained
Chile's
foreign
exchange
reserves. As a result, all but
the most necessary imports
have been stopped, causing
shortages of a wide range of
products.

liability insurance plan

WANTED: Student as parttime Kirby salesman.

Congratulations to the New Officers
of Alpha Delta Pi

Co*

Faculty votes to study

HOWEVER,
there are
reports that he will replace
the economic team within
the cabinet-the ministers of
economy,
treasury
and
mines-to
reshape
his

';

Income
has
been
redistributed to benefit the
worker There has also been
Increasing
government
control of the means of
production.
There is a severe shortage
of beef. Heavy government
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THE WIZARD OF ID

ay atrant paraer and Jonaay nart

ATTENTION
STUDENTS

'W

CLaSSIFIED «•»
Experienced
executive
secretary will type theses,
papers call 352-7752

CAMPUS CALENDAR
r^ramyJaji.ZLltn
Women's Intercollegiate Volleyball Stale Tournament, 10
am. (Hint University. Jan 21 L 22nd
Saturday Jan 22.1972

Women s Intercollegiate Basketball. 1 30 pm Ohio Stale
New

Women's Intercollegiate Fencing vs Cuyahoga Comm
College I pm. there

STADIUM VIEW across from Bowling
Green Stadium is now taking applications
from mature students for winter quarter.
You and two or three of your friends can
live in a beautifully furnished 2 or 3 bedroom suite for as little as $85.00 per person.
See this great value today!

Stadium
apartments
view

Campbell Hill Road and Route 6. Bowling Green

BATES & SPRINGER, Inc.
MANAGERS:

352-5088

term

PERSONALS

Middle Class Youth. 6 30 pm. Men's Gym Film L Dance
featuring the Great Chicago Conspiracy Circus plus live
music Admis II 00

University Karate Club. Dogwood Suite. 7-9 pm
members welcome

Ex
typist Theses,
papers 354-7571

Chess Club 211 Moseley. 9 am-3 pm All interested persons welcome
i
BGSU Sports car Club. I pm. Parking lot. Ice Arena
Registration II 30-12 30 90 Mile TSD Rally, all interested
people invited to participate Entry (ee M non-members.
32 members Drivers meeting 12 30 pm
BCSli Sailing Club. 203 I'ayes Hal, 7 30 pm It may be
winter but the lun has just begun Come to Ike meeting

Draft got the drop on you'
The Air Force ROTC 2-year
program will give you a
deferment Call 372-2176
Neat,
clean STADIUM
PLAZA
LAUNDROMAT
with attendant on duty at all

Darlene. who would have
believed if We would' Congrats Chaplin' Donna and
Deb-The Dynamic Duo

Natural
Color
Wedding
Photos Pager studio 353-5685

DZ's get high
pressed Desires

The Campus Bridge Club will hold its usual Duplicate
match in the Capitol room Union. 1 30 pm All expenenced bridge players welcome

SUN
NITE-UNBELIEVABLE SPKlAL-drink ■
drown at the Cl

REWARD-reglstered
Dalmatian lost Many spots
Answers to Bo Jangles call
352-7210 or return to 304
Fraaee
Will the peraoa who stole
the wallets from 4IJa Door
Chapman
Friday
night
please return the wallets
with ID'S to the main desk
No questions asked

HELP WANTED
Students to execute various

programs oa your campus
Excellent pay Write Campus Sersices Agency 534
SOlh St. Sandusky. Ohio 44J70
Wanled-iemale
vocalist
interested in Moiown and
Rort
Brad 3524*7*
SraVTCTSOtTaWKI)
"—'
Experienced accurate typiat.
dissertations, theses KaV

_
Reliable baby siller 354 7571

Big Sis Anne Peanut Butter
Love in Kappa Delta little
Gayle

SUN
N1TE-UNBELIEV
ABLE SPEClAL-driak n
drown at the (" I

Duplicate Bridge Tryoii't'slor Uw Regional Tourn at Kent
State will begin promptly at I pm in the River Room.
Union Open to eligible students who have registered

LOST

Baby Lions are reallypleased with old and new
officers. GRRRREAT' I!

Chip and Anderson, your KD
littles are wild about you

Christian Science Organisation. 10 am. Proul Chapel

University Karate Club. Dogwood Suite. Union 7-1 pm
New classes starting, beginners welcome

D Z pledges. 8 a m ornot.it
was a great way to start the
day!
Thanx
lor
a
"DZIKUUS
breakfast DZ
love, the Actives

times Open till 10 30 pm |2
drsfromLumsi

Look special I lbs dry clean
ing only 12 50 STADIUM
PLAZA LAUNDROMAT |2
drsfromLumsi

bunday. Jan 23?1*72

fumshd. call Wayne 352 4222
Myma. I LOVE YOU James
Taylor

for

Sur-

Dear Gamma Phi Actives.
Our house la a very. very,
very line house " Love.
The Moonbeams
Pal I m
ROARING
with
pride. Congrats President
1X1. Little Nancy-Thanks lor the PARD
pattle hunt! Looking forward
for food times LAI. your
Little
I'ey Sisters let's not delay,
oar Phi Mu Formal it oa its
Way. Tomorrow s the day
you II hear us say let s get it
together and have a fabulous
day!

5

Flamin

Kappa

Sig s-

Students A Faculty 2 br-l
bath 2 br-l'i bath. 2 br-2
bath 3160 a up call Pendleton Realty 353-3641
Wanted
male roommate
URGENT'call 352-0011
M r-mate 5 room apt 175 mo
354 3302
M needed for house win
and or spr qlr 965 mo 3540121
I F roommate needed Feb I
1 bdrni apt between downtown and campus 170 mo
incl. utll 352-2751
Free Rent-one bedroom
lurnished apartments for
rent 1135 per month Call
352-5747 after 4 pm

Miami waa great! Lets
make a date to terrorize
State! 7 lucky CaiO's

I F rnnr needed sprn qlr call
352-09*5

FOR SALE OR RENT

NEEDED
one F roommale immediately Call 3539541 after 5

•-track tape player for amp
4*0. » track tapes 82 50 3527791
Lea Paul Custom call 3533*74 leave message for Rob
VATAN'S Is clearing inventory and you can SAVE'
Prices are cat J0-S»r, Save
now at 199 N Main
Uaed washer 4 dryer, reirig.
I hideabed sofa ph 352-5070

Ampeg Baas Amp 4-15 spk
Call 373-3220
HATE living with a lot of
roommates*?
Need one
female roommate to snare
apt spring 352-0344
Free rent Falcon Sq Apis I
2 bdrm call Steve Messina
352-5334 after 3

Apt

to

sublet

M or F to share apartment,
own room Dennis Ellen
burg. 139 4th Si 3rd floor.
NW apt
1 fern to share house with 5
others near campus. 835 mo
ph 353-4065
I F r male needed now L
spring Rent paid till Feb
15 Call Alice 353-9445
Apart
sublease
reduced
rate and 1 month free Avail
March ph 352-7375

Female roommate Summer
855 mo 352-4171
I or 3
F to sublet apt
now spring
4- summer
Carol 352*372
1-2 girls wasted for 3 bed
room house-no J54-4U2

Th« M N.w., Friday. January 21, If n/fm§t»

Twenty-four frames a second
Dirty Harry
ByJackNacarMT
Most popular American
movies, westerns, gangster
pictures, detective yarns.
are action melodramas. For
this reason. American films
have long been praised for
their adept handling of the
intentional exaggeration that
good melodrama demands.
And. for this same reason.
American films seem incapable of making significant
political statements, which
demand not exaggeration,
but reason and reality.
A case in point is the newest Clint Eastwood movie.
"Dirty Harry."

Kidnappers

Irwin Ingham ( Scolt M. Nottij), John "Wkk" Blagden (Brian I.
Kiter), Malcolm Scrawdyk* (Jim Burton), and Dennii Chariot
Nipple (David T. Sarama) prepare to act out the kidnapping
tcene in "Hail, Scrawdyke."

'Hail Scrawdyke' opens
in Joe E. Brown Wed.
The University Theater
continues its season with the
production of David I'alliwell's •fail Scrawdyke.'
Jan 26-30
The play deals with an
expelled art student and his
small coterie ol friends and
their attempts to form a new
political party to oppose the
"establishment " which is
represented by the art school
and its headmaster

They imagine fantastic,
scheming plots to accomplish their goals to humiliate
the headmaster of the school
and to take over the world,
in that order
Scrawdyke and his accomplices gather in his rundown
artist's studio garret located
in Yorkshire. England. In
the comfort of this small
world the plotters formulate

Talk on drugs set
by Ethnic Studies
Colonel Danielle Sulieman. director of the Black Man's
Development Center in Columbus, will speak on drug
rehabilitation in the black community next Tuesday The
speech will be held at 9 am in the Student Development
Lounge. 425 Student Services Bldg
Sponsored by Ethnic Studies. Colonel Danielle will talk
specifically on the psychological behavior hard drugs has
on black persons
The Black Man's Development Center is financed solely
by donations, and with the exception of its medical
director, is a volunteer organization
According to Sandy Route, assistant to the director of
Ethnic Studies, the Black Man's Development Center is
being watched by the federal government as a model
rehabilitation center

COUNTRY HOUSE

and hatch their plans of conquest
Scrawdyke and his band of
men act out their child-like
fantasies within the confines
and relative safety of
Scrawdyke's garret
Director Norman J.
Myers, assistant professor of
speech, sees the play revealing "what is often behind the
front that someone like
Scrawdyke puts on,"
The cast includes Jim BurIon as Malcolm Scrawdyke.
Scotl M. Norris. sophomore
iKd i. Brian Kiser. junior
1A&S1. David Sarama.
freshman. I Ed. I and Sandra
Singer, sophomore I A&SI.
Hi i.mi I'amor Lee. assistant professor of speech
designed the garret in which
the action takes place Mildred D Lit. assistant professor of speech, designed the
costumes for the production.
Curtain time is 8:00 p.m.
in Joe K. Brown Theater.
Admission is (25 for students with an ID and $1 50
for adults

u.
A.

POLICE inspector I'arry
Callahan (Eastwood l is
embittered because his wife
was needlessly killed by a
drunk driver. I'arry prowls
around San Francisco hoping
to find criminals who will
resist arrest so he can blow a
hole in them with his huge 44
magnum picture.

person a day until the city
pays him $100,000
He shoots a young woman
to death, then a 10-year-old
boy. then a priest Finally,
he buries a 14-year-old girl
alive.
At the climax, he has kidnapped and is threatening to
kill a bus full of schoolchildren.
ALL OF THIS overblown
mayhem is carried off with
wonderful technical dexterity by director Don Siegel
Siegel appropriately
shoots Eastwood's scowling
face at low angle to emphasize
his
menacing
determination. The cutting
during action scenes is quick
and crisp.
And a couple of times, as
Callahan searches for the
killer, the camera moves
very slowly, letting the audience search, too As I waited

State Road 6 East
Bowling Green, Ohio

353-1139

0.

All students of at least junior standing interested in
applying for membership in
Sigma Tau Delta, the
national F.nghsh honorary,
should sign up in 218 F
University Hall by Feb. 1.
A 3.0 average in a minimum of 18 quarter-hours of
English and a 2 5 accumulative average are required
In addition, a student must
be in the upper 35 per cent of

"Harry doesn't play favorites." says one of his fellowcops. "Hehateseverybody."
Fanatical in his job. he
stops his pursuit of crooks
long enough to gobble footlong hot dogs.
On the other side is a
psychopathic killer as intent
on crazed murder as I'arry
is in violent justice The
killer says he will shoot one

rn

only $1.50

* Sandwiches
• Meatball

• Stacked Ham

• Stacked Corned Beef
• Italian Salami
• Stacked Roast Beef

Cheryl Gockel

Laurie Jewett

Debbie Graf

Kathy Prall

Judi Graf

Sherrie Rea

Chris Hufford

Brenda Smith

STADIUM VIEW APARTMENTS
223 HOLlEY DRIVE APT. 221
SUNDAY

JAN. 23

7:30 P.M.

#*

Campus Flicks

Kelly's Heroes
JAN. 21 & 22

U. Hall

6:30
AND
9:30

THE GIGOLO NITE CLUB

EXPANDING!!
FALCON PIZZA

THURSDAY—2 for 1

HAS EXPANDED

NEXT WEEK:

LUV
&
The Learning Tree

Friday and Saturday
LADIES' NITES-N0 COVER

THE

NOW YOU CAN GET
THE SAME HOT
PIZZAS AND SUBS
ON THE EAST END
OF CAMPUS FROM

LIVE BAND

THE DAIRY TWIST PIZZA

BAD DOG IS BACK
FOR 2 WEEKS

(ACROSS FROM HARSHMAN)

Your favorite cocktais
A*.■*.•• RM> II I. 11 M— Stl
D—,«~-ll !• 10 MM SM
12 US..
Jl JS Daily UMftM SOMM 11 » 3

at the home of:
PROF & MRS DAVID WEINBERG

Members!

only $1.00

downtown
BG

MONTHLY GET-TOGETHER
OF
JEWISH STUDENTS and FACULTY

Our New Washboard Band

on a bun or Italian bread

P*ttt'B

ALL OF THIS right-wing
hysteria is offensive. Not
because of its political direction, but because the creators of "Dirty Harry" have
taken a deeply complex
problem-the relationship
betweeii society, justice and
the accused-and reduced it
to a dishonestly contrived,
overheated, shooting-up of
the emotions.
"Dirty Harry" is a moat
welcome addition to the
rock-em sock-em tradition of
American movie entertainment
But its loutish treatment
of serious political questions
proves that American pictures still haven't learned
how to be intelligently serious

From The Phi Mus To

• Vi Spaghetti - Vi Lasagna
w meat sauce, Italian Salad,
Bread & Butter
A<

his or her class and college
and have completed two
quarters in residence.
American Studies majors
with concentration
in
English arc eligible

brutally beaten under a huge
cross

A Big Congratulations

See our newly remodeled
lounge

Alpenhorn Room
Specials

and when Harry nabs the killer, the Miranda Supreme
Court decision is quoted.
Harry gels dressed down by
his boss because he acted
without a search warrant,
and the killer, a longhair, is
released to kill again
Harry is a reactionary's
dream He at first resents
his partner because his partner is a "college boy."
Later, as they drive along
the infamous North Beach
section of San Francisco.
Harry says the solution to
weird people is to "throw a
net over the whole bunch of
'em "
All of these attitudes make
Harry a rightist Savior.
During the first confrontation with the killer. Harry
blasts away from under a
neon "Jesus Saves" sign At
the second meeting,Harry is

Nat'l. English honorary

Free with ID

LUNCHES - BEER
WINE-PICNIC PARK
CARRY OUT BEER

for the madman to suddenly
jump out and commit some
act of unspeakable brutality.
I really felt for a few
seconds what it means to
have your skin crawl.
All in all. "Dirty Harry" is
a detective movie of the
highest order.
With an
unbelievable.
though
interesting, hero and villain
and excellent direction. I
enjoyed it more than any
detective picture of the last
several
years,
including
"Harper" and "The French
Connection "
UNFORTUNATELY, the
cops and crooks formula in
"Dirty Harry" is injected
with a heavy dose of simplistic political proselytising
for a hard line on law and
order.
Liberals in the film are
portrayed as idealistic bunglers The jellyfish mayor
wants to pay the ransom.

The Gigolo Nite Club
165 N. MAIN

For Fast Hot Delivery
Falcon Pizza West

352-1215

Falcon Pizza East

354-9933

FALCON PIZZA
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High-flying Herd

Grapplers face Toledo
By DAN CASSEDAY
Sporti Writer
It's a good thing the
Falron mat men finally found
the winning trail, because
tomorrow they'll be battling
Toledo for the annual collegiate wrestling championship
of northwest Ohio
The championship'' takes
place at 2 p m in Memorial
fall, and from all
indications, though the team
tries to play down the
emotional aspect, it could be
Bowling (Jreen's biggest
match of the regular season
Each Falcon agrees it's an
important match, but the
most anyone
would
comment on (he meet s
significance was head coach
Bruce Bellard" s statement
We want to go on our
northern trip next week 50(1
and we have to beat Toledo
to do it
The Rockets invade with a
2-2 overall record and 0-1 in
MidAmerican Conference
Their league defeat was to
Miami, who also heal BG
The big attraction will be
Toledo's
I'VY.
Greg
Wojciechowski ' Wojo". a
senior, has a two year
record of 411 I'IS only
defeat came in the NCAA
finals two years ago I'ewas
MAC champ the last two
years and national champion
last year
EARLY LAST WEEK,
when both BG l'VY's were
injured. Bollard said. We'll
have to have a bonafide
heavyweight to go againsl
Wojo I won I just throw
anybody out there to try to
avoid getting pinned."
With Jerry "Turtle"
Norbo olf the injury list.

he'll get the honor of facing
Wojo
Dave Ember I126I. Rick
Green (134) and Bruce
Wilson 11581 head the
supporting cast Wilson is
(he son of Rocket head coach
Dick Wilson
Bowling Green comes into
the match with a 1-2 record
after a 43-0 "laugher" over
Dayton Wednesday mghl
The win was one point from
tying a Falcon record
There was no doubt of the
outcome after Joe Finneran
11:<4 • and Glenn Blackburn
11421 won their matches
against
previously
undefeated opponents
ll
was both Finneran and
Blackburn s first wins of (he
season
Dennis O'Neil 11501, Mike
Moiling < 1771 and Dave
Wolfe i I90i all won by pins
II took 0 Neil 5.1 seconds to
nail Dayton's J Abbinanleto
(he mat
ThblgS gol so bad. by (he
time Ihe score reached 25-0.
O'Neil
couldn't
resist
making a crack to Sieve
Taylor silting next to him on
Ihe bench
•Hey." O'Neil said. Why
don't you go tell Wolfe (who
was wanning up for his
match i to start losing and
then come from behind In
excite the crowd a hide

bit?"
WOLFE WAITED until
the third period to pin his
man
"I didn't try to pin him
right away." he said. "I
need to gel in shape We've
goi
a (ough
match
Saturday."
Indeed it will be KG
hasn't beaten Til since IlKKi.

Frosh to regroup;
meet tough Bucks
By KENNY WHITE
Sports Writer
The thumping that the
Bowling Green freshmen
took Wednesday night set
some milestones that will
not soon be forgotten In the
100-77 loss to the Toledo
freshmen. Ihe stage lor Ihis
defeat started on the bus
ride to T-town
"We were not in Ihe right
frame of mind to play any
type ol ball tonight, said a
subdued coach
Ivory
Suesberry The rout by Ihe
Rocket freshmen was Ihe
worst defeat the fiery lirstyear mentor has suffered in
his 12 years of coaching
The whole tempo ol the
game was sel after Jell
Montgomery picked up three
quick fouls in the lirst three
minutes of Ihe game
Wuhout
Montgomery,
something was missing from
the freshman s attack and
they could never seem to get
started
"You cant blame the
officials because we did not
play ball anywhere on that
court
tonight
said
Suesberry
In suddenly being busted
out of a world of make
believe and finding refuge
back to Ihe linntv ol realll)
the Ireshmen lound out
losing by 2:1 points is not an
easy thing to take
THE YEARLINGS, who
have been jusl short of
spectacular in their last two
outings, did not play the
delensive game they are
capable of playing
The big men (Cornelius
Cash. Ron Weber and Skip
"LongslreeC I'uwardi did
not go to the boards
consistently As a result of
the poor board work the fast
break never got started
It was a very lackadasical
. effort for a team averaging
90 points each outing and
holding its opposition under
70.
I'oward was an avenue of
strength as he contributed a
great offensive effort I'is
long slender body was
slumped over his stool in the
stillness of the morgue-like
dressing quarters
THE RED-EYED I'oward
slowly pulled off his work
suit and still shaking his
head muttered. "I couldn't
settle myself down on
defense and I went for too

nun) lakes
Howard's offensive effort
however, netted linn a
game high 24 points
Montgomery and Cash
could not find any remedies
for the Rockets as they hit 13
and 12 points Dick SelgO and
Ron Weber lound the going
lough as they collected nine
and eight markers in (he
losing cause
Even though Cash cleared
(he backboards lor 17
rebounds, (he big men were
geiiing out-positioned on
many plays Weber, who has
been a stalwart on the
boards gol his one and only
rebound late in ihe game

ONE

OF

THE

most

celebrated duels m the MAC
Ihe next three years was
created ll might be Steve
Cooper againsl Montgomery
to see who holds the guard
supremacy around the
league
Cooper drew drsl blood in
his own backyard. Now
Montgomery and the rest of
the Ireshmen cannot wail lor
. the rematch Feb. 1» ai
"Haley's House of Thrills."
Now ihe freshmen must
prepare to meet a betterthan-average Ohio Stale
Buckeye frosh team
The
next two day s will be nothing
but work because we're
gonna
bounce
back.
Suesberry added
Suesberry will be going
against his former boss Ben
Waterman who helped coach
Dayton Dunbar to the State
A A A Finals last year
Ohio Slate, will bring a 2-2
record here with better(han-average height
WATERMAN WILL have
Jefl Smith, ib"4" i and Barry
Bonnell iB'2 "I at the guards
spots With Bill Andreas.
I6'6"I
at center, Steve
Wenner |6'6"I and Dan
Weston I6'4"I in the front
court Weston is the leading
scorer hitting 19.2 points a
contest
The Buckeyes are big and
have good mobility They
have scored 307 points in
four games but.have given
up 306 They are coming off a
75-70 victory over Toledo.
After regrouping his
troops. Suesberry will send
Montgomery and Selgo on
the wings, Howard in the
pivot. Cash and Weber on the
flanks to get the freshmen
back on the winning trail in
tomorrow night's 5 30
contest

Cagers next foe

when the Falcons last won
the league title
"The last two years we've
come down to the I'VY
match needing to win and
Wojo put it away." Bellard
reflected
It might be the
same situation this year,
which doesn't make me feel
too good."
Bellard thinks the Falcons
will have to win at least two
of Ihe first (our matches to
win the meet.
Highlights of tomorrow's
contest will be shown on
channel 70 between the
freshman and varsity
basketball games

By JACKCARLE
Sports Editor
In what could be the toughest game they'll play all season
the Bowling Green Falcons will try lo break their six-game
losing streak tomorrow night
The Marshall Thundering Herd is the foe and the Herd.
with a 13-2 record, is the number 16 team in the latest
Associated Press poll Their latest win came Wednesdaynight over Miami. 84-63
One of the two Marshall losses was to Marquette. the
number two team in the nation However, the Herd only lost
by two points and the game was played on the Warriors home
floor, a place where Marquette never losses.
"They have three really great ball players." said BG
coach Pat Haley "They are a (ough (earn, better than
anyone in our league They would probably win the league
this year."

Coupon

The Thundering Herd is paced by 6'5" all-America
candidate Russell Lee who is averaging 22 points a game
Lee is joined in Ihe starting line-up by 6'8" Randy Noll who
is averaging 17 I points a game, and 6'4" Gary Orsini isix
points a game i on the front line
A pair of high scoring 6'J" players form Ihe Herd
backcour( Mike D'Antoni is hitting for 18 points a game
while Ty Collins is scoring 14 points a contest.

exchange
A coupon exchange is in
effect for Saturday night's
basketball game againsl
Marshall at Anderson Arena
Students holding season
ticket books are required to
exchange coupon no 11 lor a
game ticket
Exchanges
must be made this week at
the Memorial Hall ticket
office, open daily from a
am until noon, and from I
p.m. to5 p.m.
A total of 3.500 coupons
will bo exchanged on a firsl
come, first serve basis One
hundred individual game
tickets are also available,
priced at $1 (XI each II)
cards must be presented

Collins was the sixth leading scorer in the nation as a
freshman two years ago and D'Antoni established himself as
the Marshall quarterback last year
Haley will counter with one line-up change Co-captain
Tom Babik will replace AI Kuss in the backcourt Babik was
the only bright spot for BG in the second half of the 76-53 loss
to Toledo Wednesday night
The starling five will try to play a consistent game instead
of one good half and one bad half as they have been doing in
the six-game losing skid
"We always have a good streak and a terrible streak in the
game I don't know what to expect to see when we go out onto
the floor. I just don I know what to expect, commented

Newtphoto by Kenny White

Tom Koielko gels one of his eight rebounds in Wednesday
night's game against the Falcons. The BG diamond-one lone
was able to hold Koielko to 13 points but the rest of Ihe
Rockets picked up the slock in the Falcons latest defeat.

"Terrible
Tom'

Haley.

leers 'on rebound', face St. Louis
By FRED R. ORTI.IP
Assistant Sports Editor
When a team loses a game
it thinks it should have won.
it's not uncommon lo see Ihe
next
11 |i p iMI e n i
get
vindictively
sledge
hammered
For
Bowling
Green s
hockey Falcons, who were
embarrassingly bumped oil
by Ohio State I.ISI Saturday
al home, (lie target tor
retaliation is Ihe si Louis
Itillikens who will host BG
(onighl al 9 ilocal time) ami
Sunday al 8 p in in Ihe vast
St Louis Arena
1 think we're going to
create a l it11t- enthusiasm
down there.
predicted
coach Jack Vivian who
apparently has recovered

from Ihe - 1 shocker Ohio
State delivered last
weekend
"WE'RE ON the rebound
.mil si Louis had bettci look
OUl." he said I hale In have
to play a team Dial's been
beaten and shouldn't have.
like us Our guys have
recovered quicker ifrom the
OSU
loasi
than
the
administration "
Ironically,
that
the
Falcons must
play the
Billikens in two verj
important (t'l'A conference
games on Ihe road, doesn't
bother Vivian and with good
reason
We played there last

year, so we know what it s
like, he said Bui that's uol
the primary reason
"Out

home record is Ihe same as
our road record ibolh Ml,"
pointed oul Vivian
Maybe
we pla\ betteron ihe road

Chalk that up lo the
concentrated
recruiting
effort for defensemen.
Vivian added

LAST YEAR BG could
only chalk up a t 10 I mark
away from Ihe Falcon Ice
\ien.i i including a loss ami .i

DOES VIVIAN feel it's an
absolute must to win two at
Si LOUIS alter losing to
league rival Ohio State"
Our objective is definitely
lo win a pair." he said But
we have to win al least one
to slay in things 1 think it
still may come dovwi to Ihe
I in.il weekend when Si l.ouis
conies to KG "

tie ai St Louis) and one ol
Vivian's objectives this
season was to Improve the
road record
Just look at this." said
Vivian, grabbing a statistics
sheel
l.asl year al this
time we were 7-11 This year
were 121> l.asl year we
-i uied 78 goals, this year 95
And lasl season we gave up
81 goals al ihis time lo only
63 Ihis year Thai figures up
to 2 2 goals per game better
than last season

Acres of Frre Parking
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NOW PLAYING
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EVE 7:30.9:30
SAT. SUN 2. 3:45. 5:30. 7:30. 9:30

The Billikens own a 2-2
CCHA mark splitting lour
With Ohio Slate, while KG is

3 1. OSU 3-3 and Ohio (J 0-2
Si
Louis' 7-10-1 overall
record, by Ihe way. is a bit
deceiving
In only their second year
of hockey Ihe Bills have
come up with some bonafide
stars in John Nestle. Sean
Couglan and Bob Sykes the
three forwards who lead the
team in scoring Goallender
Carl Sapinsky is also highly
regarded by coach Kill
Selman
THIS SEASON Si l.ouis
has gone againsl the likes ol
New Hampshire. Brown.
Providence, Lake Superior
Stale and Cornell, a schedule

similar to Bowling Green s
in dillucully
"I've (alked to (he Lake
Superior and Ohio Slate
coaches iRon Mason, Dave
Chambers i.
said Vivian
"They both felt we have the
better defense and SI Louis
has the better forwards It
should be a real interesting
series
Rookie Don Koyd will be
gelling his tlist start in net
tonight since he beat Ohio
University, 10-7. on Jan 8
Consistent Terry Miskolczi.
who's carrying the best
goals against average 12.821
on the club, will gel the call
Sunday

ONE OF THE YEARS TEN BEST!
A superb piece of film-making — Eastwood gives his
best performance!" — Time Magazine

NOTE:
Thuisday is BUSH nite All aiea students IDs tequiied CINEMA 2 only SI 00
CINEMA 1 is leased to RA expeditions WED ihiu SAT and the Si 00 idle does
not apply to CINEMA 1 All pass lists also suspended in CINEMA I WED thru
SAT

A MOVIE FOR ALL THOSE PEOPLE
WHO LOVED "SUMMER OF 42"
"LOVE STORY" and XDR. ZHIVAGO"!
FINALLY, AN (x)

Mxi just turn him loose.

SEE WHAT

RATED MOVIE YOUR

YOUR CHILDREN

WIFE OR GIRL-

CAN SHOW

FRIEND CAN

YOU ABOUT

ENJOY!

LOVE!
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A DIFFERENT KIND OF LOVE STORY!

Xinemal

Detective Harry Callahan.
\bu don't assign him to murder cases.

Clint Eastwood
Dirty Harry

Sat Sun at

2:10,4:20.
7:00,9:15
Admission
S2 ■ Adults

STARTING SUNDAY-3 Days - Sun-Mon.-Tues
Features - Eve. - 7:15,9:30
Sat.-Sun. - 2:30. 4:40, 7:15, 9:30

"Sunday9Bloody Sunday"
Glenda Jackson RterRnch

Eve at
7:00,9:15

R
CLINT EASTWOOD in "DIRTY HARRY" A M.tlp.iso Company Production Co-Slarnog HARRY GUARDINO • RENI
SANTONI • ANDY ROBINSON • JOHN LARCH and JOHN VERNON as "The Mayor" • Executive Producer Robert
Daley • Screenplay by Harry Julian Fink ARM Fink and Dean Reisner - Story by Harry Julian Fink A R. M Fink
Produced and Directed by Don Sreoel • PANAVISION" • TECHNICOLOR" ■ Warner Bros . A Kmney Company
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$1.00
Every Thursday for BGSU
and High School Students
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